The Next Evolution in
Early Talent Recruiting

COMPETITIVE EDGE

Symplicity Recruit is the comprehensive recruiting solution empowering
organizations to recruit from the largest student network of over 6 million
active students and recent graduates from 500+ universities and colleges
around the world to find top tier, entry-level talent.

CUT THROUGH THE
HIRING COMPETITION

With a 70%+ email open
rate, Symplicity Recruit is
the proactive recruiting tool
organizations can use to increase
their brand with employer
branded email templates and
customization to expand an
organization’s digital footprint
without visiting campus.

DIVERSIFY YOUR PIPELINE

Symplicity Recruit enables you
to apply filters such as major,
graduation date, GPA, location,
school, course work and more to
find the best talent in recruiting.
With a Boolean-enabled search,
Recruit provides employers the
opportunity to pinpoint talent
pool through names of clubs,
associations, skills and awards.

WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

“Through Recruit, we are able to easily look for candidates that fit a candidate profile
we are looking for and easily reach out and see if they would be interested in applying.”
Wendy Buck, Associate Director of Marketing at Revature

SYMPLICITY RECRUIT

FEATURES

Global Search
Discover and send personalized emails
to career-ready students and recent
grads from our resume database.

Job Posting
Post into our network of 6+million
students. Refresh on demand or
extend and refresh with 1-click.

Smart Invites
Automated proactive outreach to
students looking for similar jobs
inviting them to apply to yours (over
70% open rate).

Diversity & Inclusion
Discover and engage with
underrepresented talent from any
school on our network utilizing our
sourcing and campaign features.

Brand
Publish your company profile to all
connected schools with a single click
and measure brand awareness based on
student following at each school.

Analytics

WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

“Symplicity Recruit’s customized campaigns has helped
us find the top pool of entry-level candidates from diverse
backgrounds… with job packs, I can post openings to
universities of my choosing consistently throughout the
year, all in one place. Symplicity Recruit has helped Amica
stay top-of-mind for candidates in a way unlike any before.”
Alanna Bruno, Recruiter at Amica

OUR CLIENTS

Identify top connected schools based
off a composite engagement score
to better understand which schools
to focus on. Get recommendations
for other schools with high student
engagement to connect to.

Events
Access to a directory of events
happening across our network of
universities, request to host an event,
and promote your event across our
network of schools.

Symplicity Recruit is the premier early talent recruiting platform connecting employers with
our exclusive global network of academic institutions. We empower employers with the
technology to find the right candidate amongst our pool of over 6 million active students in an
efficient, targeted way. By partnering closely with our schools for over 20 years, we have built a
solution that allows employers to connect with quality candidates from all backgrounds.

& more...
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